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WHAT WE’LL COVER

The changing 
understanding of 

predatory/deceptive 
publishing

The differences in 
approach between 
the library and the 

VPRI

How the assessment 
criteria were 
developed

How to spot a 
deceptive publisher

How to reach users 
with the assessment 

criteria



THE CONTEXT About deceptive/predatory 

publishers



A REALLY GOOD PRIMER

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About 

Predatory Publishing but Were Afraid to Ask. 

By Monica Berger

Associate Professor, Instruction and Reference 

Librarian, New York City College of Technology, 

CUNY

Read it here: https://bit.ly/2gO47AZ

https://bit.ly/2gO47AZ


DEFINING “PREDATORY”

“Predatory publishing” coined in 2010 by Jeffrey 
Beall
 Beall was the creator of the now defunct blacklist of 

journals and publishers (2017)

 Beall dominated the discourse about predatory publishing

Arose from availability of journal publishing 
platforms and article processing charges (APCs)

Defined by Beall and others in the scholarly 
community as publishers with a deliberate intent 
to deceive
 Predatory publishers exist to make money

 Predatory publishers use spam-like emails and offer rapid 
peer-review or guaranteed publication to attract authors

Created by Ceasar Duran from Noun Project



HOW HAS OUR UNDERSTANDING OF PREDATORY 
PUBLISHING CHANGED? 

The term ‘predatory’ is reductionist

Major criticisms include: 

 Journal practices are not static; they change over 
time and may become more (or less) rigorous

 The majority of journals labeled ‘predatory’ 
originated from the global south, where there are 
disparities in resources

It is difficult to define and develop policies 
around ‘predatory’ journals

So it is difficult to help researchers navigate 
the complex environment of ‘predatory’ 
journals.

“…unfortunately, there is no 

objective way to measure or 

determine whether a 

publisher is predatory.” 

Jeffrey Beall, from “Unethical Practices in Scholarly, 

Open-Access Publishing,” Journal of Information 

Ethics 22, no. 1 (2013): 11



FOCUS ON SHIFTING PRACTICES?

“When predatory publishing is situated as just 
one aspect of evaluating the quality of scholarly 
publishing, some of the hysteria related to 
predatory publishing is mitigated, creating 
possibilities for generating critical thought about 
scholarly communications” 
Monica Berger (2017), p 206



TWO PERSPECTIVES The library and the VPRI on 

predatory publishing



THE LIBRARY’S PERSPECTIVE
Growing number of questions related to support in 
publishing choices;
 “Is this a predatory publisher?”

Support was offered on a case-by-case basis using 
external resources; 
 Think. Check. Submit. / Whitelists like DOAJ

Discussions with researchers were challenging;
 Wanted librarians to make a yes/no decision

 Wanted support resources

 Preference? “An easy to use blacklist”

We wanted to develop a tool that could be used to 
critically evaluate publishers and the quality of 
scholarship that they publish. 

Created by Rauan from Noun Project



THE VPRI’S PERSPECTIVE
Predatory publishers were undermining public 
confidence in the research literature; 

There was pressure from the U15 for UofT to provide 
leadership in this area;

Authors who cheat the system harm authors who play 
by the rules; 

The legitimacy of UofT research could be called into 
question.
 “Authors will have to either attempt to retract their research 

from the predatory journal and have it published in a 
legitimate journal or accept that their research may never be 
considered legitimate.” 

From: Lorraine E. Ferris and Margaret A Winker’s “Ethical issues in publishing in 
predatory journals” Biochem Med (Zagreb). 2017 Jun 15; 27(2): 279–284.doi: 
10.11613/BM.2017.030

Created by Kavya from Noun Project



PREDATORY PUBLISHING CAUSES WASTE

University 
resources

Funding dollars

Research

Involvement of 
human or animal 

study 
participants

Created by Stefan Kovac from Noun Project

From: Lorraine E. Ferris and Margaret A Winker’s “Ethical issues in publishing in predatory journals” Biochem

Med (Zagreb). 2017 Jun 15; 27(2): 279–284.doi: 10.11613/BM.2017.030



THE PROCESS How we developed the checklist



GOALS

Develop a 
comprehensive and 

authoritative resource

Work with a graphic 
designer to develop a 
product that is visually 
appealing and useable 

by researchers

Develop resources that 
can be reused and 
adapted by other 

institutions 



MARCH – JULY 2018

March – working 
group formed

• Decision about 
what the group 
wanted to 
develop

April –
Environmental Scan

• What were the 
U15 doing? 

• What resources 
and guides have 
already been 
developed by 
other institutions 
or organizations? 

May – July -
Development

• Colour-coding 
positive/neutral/ 
negative 
indicators?

• Highlight clear 
red flags

• Address the 
Global South



AUGUST – PRESENT DAY

August – Feed 
from target users

• Faculty, 
student 
journal 
editors, and 
librarians 
provided 
comment on 
content and 
usability

September -
Rollout

• Launch of 
final product

Ongoing

• Outreach and 
further 
development 
of resources





THE CHECKLIST How do you spot a deceptive 

publisher? 



THE KNOCKOUT CRITERIA

If any of the following statements are true, do not 
submit your work. These are tactics commonly used by 
deceptive publishers: 

Publication is guaranteed 

You received a spam-like unsolicited email 
invitation to publish work (Note: these are 
different in nature than emails received from 
organizations or societies you belong to or have 
published with in the past)

The articles published in the journal do not 
match the journal’s title and stated scope

Created by Oleksandr Panasovskyi from Noun Project



1 – PROCESS AND 
TIMELINE

What this means

• Very short timeline from submission to 
publication may indicate no peer review 
takes place

• No or minimal information about peer review 
process may indicate it does not occur

• Minimal description of the steps of submission 
process may indicate lack of professional 
editors 

• Unclear if there are checks for “normal” 
requirements such as conflict of interests, 
plagiarism detection, etc.



MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION SHOULD 
HAVE SUFFICIENT INFO & DETAIL

http://www.thelancet.com/pb/a

ssets/raw/Lancet/authors/tlchild

-info-for-authors.pdf

http://www.thelancet.com/pb/assets/raw/Lancet/authors/tlchild-info-for-authors.pdf


PEER REVIEW PROCESS SHOULD HAVE 
SUFFICIENT DETAIL

Example from PLOS ONE



INSTRUCTIONS TO REVIEWERS 
SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT DETAIL

Image removed since context 

from oral presentation is missing



COPYRIGHT TRANSFER SHOULD BE 
REQUESTED AFTER ACCEPTANCE

Image removed since context 

from oral presentation is missing



JOURNAL SHOULD FOLLOW A 
REGULAR PUBLICATION SCHEDULE

Image removed since context 

from oral presentation is missing



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

Guaranteed publication always red flag

Legitimate journals have a rapid (or fast track) peer review process for some 
articles (esp. in health sciences to speed up potential patient benefits)

Under-resourced journals may not have full descriptions of publication & peer 
review processes

Peer-review process opaque - cannot tell if occurring or to what degree of rigour

Early career researchers may not know “normal” submissions steps

Copyright agreements may not be stated on website - may be received after 
manuscript submission (but before acceptance)

Authors lack of understanding of copyright



2 – ARTICLE PROCESSING 
CHARGES

What this means

• All fees and charges should be clear

• Fees should not be paid prior to receiving 

acceptance. 



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

No standard or expected APC fee. In legitimate journals 
these vary widely so there is no way to counsel researchers 
about what is “normal”

Deceptive journals often have low APCs

Some legitimate journals charge reading fees, which are 
due pre-acceptance. 

Balance between typical and exceptional examples



3 – WEBSITE AND 
CONTACT INFORMATION

What this means

• Journal website should be free from 

grammatical & spelling errors and broken 

links

• Images and logos should be clear and high 

resolution

• A common practice is for deceptive journals 

to masquerade as other well-known journals. 

• Content should be directed at reader (not 

author)



THE JOURNAL WEBSITE LOOKS 
AMATEURISH OR UNPROFESSIONAL

Image removed since context 

from oral presentation is missing



Image removed since context from oral presentation is missing



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

Journals from the Global South do not have the resources 
to maintain slick websites.

 Editors for whom English is a second language will make 
spelling and grammatical errors. 

Journals will use generic (@gmail or @yahoo emails)

Should these things disqualify them?  Low resourced 
or deceptive?



4 –
AFFILIATION/PUBLICATION 
ETHICS AND POLICIES

What this means

• A journal that is “whitelisted” for example 

on the DOAJ

• Journal should have a retraction policy

• Many journals list various organizations on 

websites (may not all be accurate)

• Verify journal on scholarly org website



“SMORGASBORD” OF 
ORGANIZATIONS LISTED

Image removed since context 

from oral presentation is missing



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

The VPRI argued that their researchers were unlikely to 
take the time to verify claims about affiliations with 
publishing associations. 

Practices can change after a publisher is whitelisted or 
after they are accepted into an association. 



5 – SCOPE OR SUBJECT 
MATTER

What this means

• With the exception of a 

few major journals – for 

example Nature, or PLOS, 

journals have a narrow and 

well-defined scope. 



“Applied Research Journal (ISSN: 2423-4796) is an international and open-access 

journal that providing a platform for publishing innovative and research articles. As an 

open access journal, articles in Applied Research Journal will always be freely 

available online and readily accessible. This means that your work will be recognized 

and can be searched in Google Scholar. The journal is dedicated towards 

dissemination of knowledge related to the advancement in scientific research. The 

prestigious interdisciplinary editorial board reflects the diversity of subjects covered in 

this journal. Applied Research Journal is a multidisciplinary seeks to promote and 

disseminate the knowledge by publishing original research findings, review articles and 

short communications in the broad fields of scientific and applied research science. 

The Journal welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general criteria of 

significance and scientific excellence. Papers will be published approximately after 

acceptance. All articles published in ARJ will be peer-reviewed.”
Scope statement from Applied Research Journal



“Molecular Physics is a well-established international journal 

publishing original high quality papers in chemical physics 

and physical chemistry. The journal covers all experimental 

and theoretical aspects of molecular science, from 

electronic structure, molecular dynamics, spectroscopy and 

reaction kinetics to condensed matter, surface science, and 

statistical mechanics of simple and complex fluids. 

Contributions include full papers, preliminary communications, 

research notes and invited topical review articles.

Routine work, for example, application of electronic structure 

calculations should yield new and interesting physical insights.” 
Scope statement from Molecular Physics



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

There are major exceptions to this rule, in the form of 
some of the most prestigious journals in STEM; Science, 
Nature, PLOS;

University of Toronto researchers publish in PLOS more 
than in any other journal, and we didn’t want to imply that 
it is predatory because it has a broad scope;

Ultimately, we decided not to address the exceptions to 
this rule directly. 



6 – EDITORIAL BOARD

What this means

1) The editorial board is populated 

with fake researchers. Either the 

names are made up or the 

researchers have no connection 

or expertise to the journal’s 

scope or subject matter;

2) The editorial board is populated 

with prominent researchers in the 

field who have no affiliation with 

the journal and have no idea 

they are listed on the journal 

website. 



EDITORIAL 
BOARD “STING 
OPERATIONS”

https://www.nature.com/news/predatory-journals-

recruit-fake-editor-1.21662



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

This is a major criteria among groups like the DOAJ – the DOAJ will 
contact those who are listed as part of the editorial board to make 
sure that they are indeed affiliated with the journal. 

There are really two considerations here: 
Have you heard of editorial board members? (i.e. is the journal prestigious)
Are listed editorial board members really affiliated with the journal? (i.e. is 
the journal trustworthy

There was some thought among group members that early career 
researchers might not be familiar with big names in their fields AND 
that researchers wouldn’t want to go to the effort of contacting 
editorial board members. 



7 – INDEXING, IMPACT 
FACTOR AND ARCHIVING

What this means

1) No reference to fraudulent 

metrics; 

2) Any claims about indexing or 

impact are to be checked 

using the relevant resources. 



CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

The inclusion of this area involved a lot of back and forth 
with the research office. The library team felt that 
checking indices (and the veracity of claims about indices) 
was an effective way to weed out predatory journals. The 
research office felt this was asking too much of the 
researchers, and that the criteria on the checklist should be 
more black and white. Namely – that researchers were not 
going to be willing to complete this step. 





CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS

A major criticism of Beall’s list was the over-representation of 
journals from the global south;

Some of the key indicators of a deceptive publisher (a 
generic email account, a childish website, occasional typos) can 
also just be symbols of a publisher in the global south that 
does  not have the resources for professional web design or 
copy-editing. 

There was a great deal of tension for how to represent the 
risks without excluding all journals from these parts of the 
world. 



THE OUTREACH How do you get the word out to 

your target audience? 



OUTREACH STRATEGIES

Development of website and resources: 
 Central location for content 

 Checklist / Posters for download and sharing 

Digital signage posted in libraries across campus 
 This is harder than we thought!

 Coming soon! (hopefully): digital signage at department level 

Integration of checklist in existing library instruction and support 
 Scholarly Publishing Graduate Pro-Skills class

 Support related to thesis and dissertation publishing process, etc. 

 Student Journal Forum / publishing support 







OUTREACH STRATEGIES: 
GUERILLA MARKETING 

Mock deceptive publisher advertisement 

developed and posted in high-traffic student 

areas on campus 

“More info” and website points to Deceptive 

Publishing resources 

Next steps: analytics

Is there a way we can find out how many 
users are coming in from the web 
address provided on the ad? 

Mock poster developed by UTL Graduate Library Student Assistant, Amy Doiron



FACULTY OUTREACH: VPRI TAKES THE LEAD 

Approach: Trickle-down effect 

Checklist widely distributed across the University of Toronto campus through a 
memo issued by Associate Vice-President, Research Oversight and Compliance

Memo included in major communication channels, including The Bulletin Brief
 Curated publication of selected content for staff and faculty on the three U of T campuses, delivered 

three times a week across the university

The Research Advisory Board (RAB): Topic of discussion and copies distributed
 Includes Vice-Principals, Research, Vice/Associate-Deans, Research and Vice-Presidents from across the 

disciplines on all three campuses and the affiliated hospitals





ADOPTION

Queen’s University 

Partnership with the Secretariat for the 

Responsible Conduct of Research to develop 

French translation

• Translation provided by the CIHR 
Translation Unit

• UTL Graphic Designer developed 
version to look consistent with original 

• Where can you download? 

English: 
http://www.rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/res
ources-ressources/tools/tools-outils/

French: 
http://www.rcr.ethics.gc.ca/fra/res
ources-ressources/tools/tools-outils/

http://www.rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/resources-ressources/tools/tools-outils/
http://www.rcr.ethics.gc.ca/fra/resources-ressources/tools/tools-outils/


QUESTIONS?
stephanie.orfano@utoronto.ca

eva.jurczyk@utoronto.ca

h.cunningham@utoronto.ca

mailto:stephanie.orfano@utoronto.ca
mailto:eva.jurczyk@utoronto.ca
mailto:h.cunningham@utoronto.ca

